
TOXIC TWENTY INGREDIENT #20

Triclosan is a preservative aid that are commonly found in

antibacterial soap products. Antibacterial products were originally

marketed more towards medical purposes but they are not widely

available for consumer use. 

Antibacterial products contain active antimicrobial substances while

regular soaps do not. But research has shown that antibacterial

soaps are not any more effective than regular soap. 

It can be found in products like antibacterial soaps and detergent,

toothpaste and deodorants. 

Also known as: Triclocarbon 
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In 2016, the FDA banned triclosan from antibacterial soaps. There are no

restrictions on the use of triclosan in many other products but the FDA has

stated that its use in some products provides no human health benefits and

they will continue to review scientific data.

Health and Environmental Risks:

Triclosan has been linked to endocrine system disruption and could possibly

affect your thyroid functions. These type of effects can alter estrogen

production, metabolism/obesity issues and other hormonal issues. 

Triclosan may also be developing a resistance to a number of bacteria, which

would hinder its overall benefits. If triclosan is not showing a significant

difference when compared to regular soap, why do we need it in our

products?

The amount of triclosan found in sewage and treatment plants has been a

rising concern, once it reaches these systems it cannot be fully treated out of

the watershed. Triclosan bioaccumulates, meaning it does not degrade quickly

or ever. Once in the environment, we are constantly re-exposed as it is

present in our water and surrounding ecosystems. 
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